
1 Welcome to Exploring Guitar
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Exploring Guitar is a free guitar program that is ment as an helping hand for all the people 

who is trying to learn how to play guitar. The program is first of all a tool for graphically 

exploring notes, intervals, chords and scales. Other features are:

• Search for chords

• Search for polychords

• Exploring inversions/voicings of a chord

• Exploring inversions/modes of scales

• Exploring harmonies/chords of scales

• Chord substitutions

• Piano keys

• MIDI support

The program will not directly learn you music theory, it is more a tool for converting theory 

to practise. Because of this the program is maybe not so useful for absolute beginners, but 

with help from a more experienced guitar player the program could be used in the learning 

process.

This help file will shortly tell you how to use the different features. The help file is 

constructed just like a book, which means that you can use the arrow buttons to page you 

through. You can see the page number in the upper right corner.

System requirements:

Operating system: Windows 95, Windows 98 or NT 4.0

Video resolution: 800*600 pixels or better

Colours: 16 bits per pixel or better

Sound: Soundcard with MIDI is supported

Note: Set your font size to “small fonts” else the graphics will not be displayed correctly. To 

do so:

- Right-click on your desktop

- Click on "Properties"

- Click on the "Settings" tab

- Click on the box under "Font size" near the bottom

- Click on "Small Fonts"

- Click on the "OK" button at the bottom of the window
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 3 Coloured notes
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You input notes by using the left or right mouse buttons. Just click the mouse button on that 

position on the guitar neck where you would like to input a note. Inputting notes is also 

called activating notes. You can choose to display the notes just by colour, colour/note 

names or colour/interval. There are five different coloured notes:

 Green note

The green note is a tonic/root. You input a tonic by using the right mouse button. 

When activated the tonic is unique, which means that you can not have two tonics 

with different note names activated at the same time. When displaying intervals a 

tonic is always marked with interval 1, when displaying note names the tonic can be 

any note name. Because the intervals to all the other notes depend on which note is 

the tonic you can only display intervals when a tonic is active.

 Yellow note

The yellow note is a ordinary note. You input a yellow note by using the left mouse 

button. A yellow note can be marked with any interval and any note name.

 Red note

The red note is a bass note. You input a bass note by using the right mouse button. If 

you have a active tonic you can not have a bass note with the same note name. The 

program allows you to input bass notes higher than other notes.

 Blue note

The blue note is a drone note. You input a drone note by using the right mouse 

button. A drone note can be marked with any interval and any note name. You can 

not use the arrow buttons to move a drone note.

 Brown note

The brown note is just a helping visual note. You input brown notes by using the left 

or right mouse button. A brown note can be marked with any interval and any note 

name. Brown notes are only for use in logical move modus.

For more information on how to input notes and how they behave in different moduses read 

the help on the specific modus.
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In pencil modus you activate notes one by one. This modus is fine for searching for chords, 

polyhords and scales. You can input all the different coloured note types except the brown 

note, which is only for use in logical move modus. When the modus is active the button will 

have a green background colour, as seen on the picture above. You can choose to display the 

tones with just colour, colour and note names or colour and intervals. You can only choose 

intervals if you have a active tonic.

The tonic is unique and you can not have a bass note with the same note name as the tonic.  

Use the left mouse button for activating yellow/ordinary notes and for deleting notes. Use the 

right mouse button for activating a tonic, bass, drone or ordinary note.

In this modus the left and right arrow buttons moves a note to the nearest next activated note. 

When you move around all notes with the same note name as the tonic will be marked as a 

tonic, and all notes with the same note name as the bass note will be marked as a bass note. 

You can use the arrow buttons to explore inversions/voicings of a chord. You can also 

explore inversions/modes of a scale.

If you check, turn on, the auto play option all the notes activated will be played each time 

you use the arrow buttons to move the notes. If the strum down option is on the notes on the 

6’th string will first be played, 0 to 22 fret, then the notes on the 5’th string and so on. If the 

strum up option is on the notes on the 1’st string will first be played, 22 to 0 fret, then the 

notes on the 2’nd string and so on.

If you turn on the auto search option the program will search for chords each time you use 

the arrow buttons to move the notes.

If you turn on the move tonic option the tonic will move to the nearest next activated note. 

This is useful when you explore the inversions/modes of a scale, especial if you are 

displaying intervals.
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In logical move modus you first select the chord/scale you will work with from the chord box

. You then select your “tonic” by using the left or right mouse button on the guitar neck. All 

the notes in the chord will now be shown as brown notes. The brown notes are just there for 

showing you which notes you can activate. The brown notes will never be played, moved or 

used in search for chords. You can activate a drone note that is not among the brown notes.

In this modus the left and right arrow buttons moves a note to the nearest next brown note. 

When you move around all notes with the same note name as the tonic will be marked as a 

tonic, and all notes with the same note name as the bass note will be marked as a bass note. 

You can use the arrow buttons to explore inversions/voicings of a chord. You can also 

explore inversions/modes of a scale. And not to forget you can explore harmonies/chords of 

scales.

If you activate a tonic and a bass note and moves them around then maybe in one position 

you only see yellow notes, but you still have both a active tonic and a active bass note. If you 

want to change the tonic and the bass note you have to move them to a position where you 

can see them, as green and red notes. If you want to delete a tonic you have to delete all 

visible tonics, and the same for a bass note.



4 All notes modus
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In all notes modus if you activate a note all the other notes on the guitar neck with the same 

note name will also be activated. Use the left mouse button to activate ordinary/yellow notes 

or to delete notes. Use the right mouse button to activate tonic, bass note or ordinary notes. 

You can not activate drone notes in this modus, neither brown notes. This modus is fine for 

exploring all the notes in a chord or scale. You are not limited by the chords in the chord file, 

because you select whichever notes you want.

The arrow buttons moves all the notes up or down one fret, minor 2nd, in this modus.
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When you click the interval modus button 12 interval boxes are displayed. In this modus you 

activate notes by selecting intervals from these boxes. Select the intervals that you would 

like to see and then use the left or right mouse button on the guitar neck to choose tonic. 

The arrow buttons moves all the notes up or down one fret, minor 2nd, in this modus.



4 Chord modus
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In chord modus you select the chord you would like to see from the chord box and then 

select tonic by using the left or right mouse button on the guitar neck. This modus can be 

used to explore the chords or scales in the chord file.

The arrow buttons moves all the notes up or down one fret, minor 2nd, in this modus.
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When you search for chords or scales only those listed in the chord box are “known” for the 

program. If you make a search for a chord and the program does not find it, it is because it is 

not in the chord box. You can use the chord file editor to make your own chord files, which 

can be loaded into the chord box. Chord files have the extension cho, like the file name 

Chords.cho

The chord file editor can be used for creating new files, editing old files, copying files and 

deleting files.

Creating new files:

Click “New chord file” in the file menu and use the “Enter new chord” button to 

enter a new chord. You must use the “Save this chord” button to save every chord 

you enter. When you save a chord it is stored after the one you where “standing” at 

when you clicked the “Enter new chord” button.

Remember that if you go back in your chord file and edit a chord you have to click 

the “Save this chord” button again, for each chord you edit. A chord file can 

maximum contain 30000 chords.

Editing old files:

Click “Open chord file” in the file menu. Remember to click “Save this chord” for 

every chord you edit. When you click “Save this chord” the edited chord is saved in 

the file, there are no undo.

Copying files:

Click “Open chord file” in the file menu and use the “Save as” in the file menu to 

give your file a new name.

Deleting files:

Click “Delete file” in the file menu.

Chord files can be loaded into the chord file box by clicking “Choose chord file” in the 

chord file menu, which you find in the main window.

For each chord or scale you input you should decide if it is a chord or a scale. This will affect 

the search result and how the chord or scale are displayed when clicked in the result box.

If you have two big chord files that you would like to combine you have to use a text editor, 

e.g. Notepad. The chords are stored in the file like this:

There are 20 characters for the chord name, then 12 characters for the intervals, then 1 



character that tell if it is a chord, Y, or a scale, then 20 characters for the next chord name, 

then 12 characters for the intervals and so on...

Notice that if the chord name is not 20 characters long it must be added spaces, to make it 20 

characters long. And if there are not 12 intervals, spaces must be added.

So when you combine two chord files check that the first chord you past starts at the right 

position. 

 

Here is how the intervals are represented in the file:

unison as 1

minor 2nd as p

major 2nd as 2

minor 3rd as m

major 3rd as 3

perfect 4th as 4

tritone as l

perfect 5th as 5

minor 6th as s

major 6th as 6

minor 7th as x

major 7th as 7

Now you have enough information to write your own chord file!

The program comes with a built-in chord file that contain many common chords and scales. 

The first time you use the program the chord box will contain chords/scales from this “file”. 

If you change your active chord file you can always change back to the built-in by clicking 

“Choose built-in chord file” in the chord file menu. There are a copy of the built-in chord file 

stored on your disk, it is called “Exploring Guitar.cho”.

So if you want to make a new chord file that contains all the chords in the built-in chord file, 

open Exploring Guitar.cho in the chord file editor and use “Save as” to make a copy. You 

can then add more chords to this new file. You can also just add chords to Exploring 

Guitar.cho.
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Exact search option and the aberrance box:

If the aberrance box is set to “exact intervals” all the found chords will contain equal number 

of different notes as activated on the guitar neck. More precisely, all the found chords 

contains exactly all the activated notes. For instance if you have activated a E, B and Ab note 

the number of different notes are 3. So all the found chords would contain exactly 3 different 

notes, E, B and Ab.

Let the number of different notes activated on the guitar neck be equal to N.

If you have the exact search option on and the aberrance box is set to e.g. “1 more” then all 

the found chords would contain exactly N + 1 different notes. If the aberrance box is set to 

“1 less” then all the found chords would contain exactly N - 1 different notes.

If you have the exact search option off and the aberrance box is set to e.g. “1 more” then the 

found chords would contain N or N + 1 different notes. If the aberrance box is set to “2 less” 

then the found chords would contain N, N - 1 or N - 2 different notes.

Only when the aberrance box is set to something more, e.g. “3 more”, can the found chords 

contain notes that are not among the activated.

If the aberrance box is set to “exact intervals” the exact search option has no influence.

Tonic among active notes:

When this criterion is on the tonic/root of found chords and scales must be among the 

activated notes. Only when the aberrance box is set to something more, e.g. “5 more”, this 

option has influence. If you have activated a tonic, marked a note as green on the guitar neck, 

this option has no influence.

 Allow chords with bass note:

When this option is on found chords can contain a bass note. If you have activated a bass 

note, marked a note as red on the guitar neck, this option has no influence. If you have not 

activated as bass note the program will only search for chords with bass note among the 

activated notes. Notice also that if you have not activated a bass note the program will not 

search for chords that have the bass note in the chord, e.g. Emaj7 / Ab. The program will 

only show you that the chord could be a Emaj7, and you should know that this mean that 

Emaj7 / Ab, Emaj7 / B and Emaj7 / Eb could also be the chord.

Include drone notes in search:

When this option is on all drone notes will be included in the search.



Allow chords:

When this option is on the program search for chords that contains your activated notes. If 

you only search for scales you can uncheck this option.

Allow scales:

When this option is on the program search for scales that contains your activated notes. If 

you only search for chords you can uncheck this option.

Note, if you make a search that gets a lot of hits the program may run out of memory. The 

program is not checking for free memory so if it run out of memory it will crash.

But remember that you can always stop a long search by clicking the stop button.

Chord substitutions and Reharmonization:

Reharmonization is the process of finding one or more chords to replace for one or more 

chords to make the song or chord progression more interesting and individual. This process 

depends not only on the individual notes in the chords but also on the progression itself, e.g. 

if you are in a II - V - I progression or in a I - VI - II - V progression.

Chord substitution is the process of finding a chord that substitutes for the original chord, 

this process can also depend on the progression.

Exploring Guitar can help you find some substituting chords but the program only search for 

chords that match your activated notes and your search criterios. This means that you must 

know how to search for chord substitutions if you want Exploring Guitar to find any. Here 

are some guidelines:

1. A chord may be substituted by one of its inversions. In pencil modus you can explore the 

inversions of a chord by using the arrow buttons.

2. The two most important notes in major, minor and dominant 7th chords are the 3rd and 

the 7th. These notes determine the quality of, or difference, between those chords. So if you 

only activate these two notes and adjust the aberrance box and the exact search option you 

can search for chords that contains the 3rd and the 7th and other notes. These chords may be 

used as substituting chords.

3. Other chords that contains exactly all your notes may also be used as a substituting chord. 

To search for these you can activate all your notes as yellow/ordinary notes, set the aberrance 

box to “exact intervals” and set the option “allow chords with bass note” on.

4. As a general advice just activate all the notes, as yellow, that you think the substituting 

chord should contain, e.g. the 3rd, 7th or a melody note, and adjust the aberrance box and all 

the search options/criterions such that substituting chords may be found.



5. Altering your chord could also make a possible substituting chord. An altered chord is a 

chord that has a b5, #5, b9, #9, #11 or b13 in the formula/name. So if your original chord 

was a Am7 you could try the substitution Am7#5. Exploring Guitar may help you find the 

name of the altered chord or other chords than contains the altered note plus the other notes 

in your original chord.
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Polychords, polytonal chords, are just a way of seeing a big chord, many intervals, as 

constructed by two smaller chords, fewer intervals. The two smaller chords must together 

contain all the notes that are in the big chord. Only the options “Include drone notes in 

search” and “Exact search” have influence on the search result. If the option “Include drone 

notes in search” is on, all drone notes will be included in the search. If the option “Exact 

search” is on, the program only search for pure polychords. In this program a polychord is 

called pure if the two chords it contains have no common notes.

You must have a active tonic if you want to do a search for polychords. And it is not 

“allowed” with bass note. If you want another note to be tonic just make it and search again, 

and if you have a chord with bass note just change it temporary to a ordinary/yellow note.

Here is an example:

 If you input a Emaj7 chord and have the “Exact search” option on, you get this result:

E5 / Ab5

Emaj7 contain a E, B, Ab and Eb note.

E5 contain a E and B note.

Ab5 contain a Ab and Eb note.

As you can see the polychord contains all the notes to a Emaj7 chord, also E5 and Ab5 

have no common notes so we have a pure polychord.

If you input a Emaj7 chord and have the exact option off, you get these results:

E5 / Ab5

E5 / Abminor

Emajor / Ab5

Emajor / Abminor

Off these polychords only the first, E5 / Ab5, is pure. The other polychords are constructed 

by two chords that have one or two notes in common.

Notice, if you make a search that gets a lot of hits the program may run out of memory. The 

program is not checking for free memory so if it run out of memory it will crash. But 

remember that you can always stop a long search by clicking the stop button.
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Found chords will be listed in the result box. You can click one of the found chords and 

view the notes or intervals that it contains. Notice that what you will see is only a display of 

all the notes or intervals it contains, do not think of this display as the ultimate or only way 

to play the chord or scale (sometimes not even possible). The first chord listed is always 

named “Your chord”, this is exactly what you have inputted. The program will always shift 

to pencil modus when you click another chord than “Your chord”, this because it is in pencil 

modus you can explore inversions/voicings of a chord. If you click “Your chord” it will 

bring you back to the original modus. 

The display of polychords are made so that you should recognise the two chords. Only the 

tonic to the first chord will be marked as a tonic.

If you click the list button all chords and scales will be listed in the result box. You can view 

the notes or intervals a chord or scale contains by first select it in the result box and then 

select a tonic on the guitar neck. Or if you have a tonic just select your chord or scale from 

the result box. 
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First of all, if your computer don’t have a MIDI-out device you won’t be able to get any 

sound from this program.

Use the MIDI-out device box to select your MIDI-out device, and the instrument box to 

select your MIDI instrument. The instrument names listed in the instrument box are those 

defined by the GM standard. Use the duration slider to set the note duration and the rest 

slider to set the delay/rest between two notes. For both sliders the unit are 5 ms, 5 

milliseconds. You can use the keyboard arrow keys for fine adjustments.

Use the octave box to select octave. If you are using guitar sound the choice “Octave 0” is 

the correct.

You can use the bank select box to select MIDI bank. Some sound cards can load sound 

samples into memory, on the card, and use these as MIDI instruments, e.g. Sound Blaster 

AWE32. The sound samples are loaded into what they call a MIDI bank and if you want to 

use them you have to set the bank select box to the same MIDI bank as you loaded them into.

All notes except the brown ones will be played when you click the play button. You can stop 

the playing by clicking the stop button.

If the auto play option is on all the notes activated will be played each time you use the arrow 

buttons to move the notes. If the strum down option is on the notes on the 6’th string will 

first be played, 0 to 22 fret, then the notes on the 5’th string and so on. If the strum up option 

is on the notes on the 1’st string will first be played, 22 to 0 fret, then the notes on the 2’nd 

string and so on.

If the “Dong” option is on a note will be played each time you click on a not activated 

position on the guitar neck.
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The following files are installed in the program directory:

• St5unst.log Used by the uninstall program

• Exploring Guitar.cho Chords and scales from the built-in chord file

• Exploring Guitar.hlp The help file

• Exploring Guitar.ini Used by the program to store settings

• Background.bmp Default background picture

• Exploring Guitar.exe The program

• Exploring Guitar.cnt “Used” by the help file

• Exploring Guitar.GID “Used” by the help file

• Graphics\ Folder for custom interface files

• Graphics\NewNotes.ini Defines a new set of note buttons

• Graphics\NewNotes.bmp Note buttons graphics

• Graphics\GuitarNeck.bmp A new guitar neck

Note: A new guitar neck bitmap should be of size 795 * 146 and open the files

NewNotes.ini and NewNotes.bmp to understand how to make a new set of note buttons.

This file is installed in the Windows directory:

• Setup1.exe

The following files are installed in the \Windows\System directory:

• VB5StKit.dll

• StdOle2.tlb

• OleAut32.dll

• OlePro32.dll

• AsycFilt.dll

• Ctl3d32.dll (NT only)

• ComCat.dll

• ComCtl32.ocx

• Threed32.ocx

• Msvcrt40.dll

• Comdlg32.ocx

If you downloaded all the files, option 1, these two files are installed in the 

\Windows\System directoy:

• Msvbvm50.dll

• Mfc40.dll



If you want to uninstall the program use “Add/Remove programs” which you can find in the 

Control Panel.
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When you want to uninstall the program use “Add/Remove programs” which you can find in 

the Control Panel. The uninstall program will only remove files that the install program has 

installed. So if you have added files to the program directory, e.g. some chord files (.cho), 

the uninstall program will maybe report that “some component could not be removed from 

your computer”. If so just delete the added files and the program directory after the uninstall 

program is finished.
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If you in the file menu click “Settings...” a new window opens. Here you can choose between 

a few settings. All these settings are stored in the Exploring Guitar.ini file.

The program comes with a default background file called Background.bmp, it is stored in the 

program directory.

If you have a problem with “not enough memory” you can move Background.bmp to another 

directory and ensure that the program not will find the last used background file. Then the 

program will not use memory, RAM, for storing the background file. If the program can’t 

load the last used background file it will automatically look for Background.bmp in the 

program directory, so you have to move it or rename it.

The settings that are stored in the Exploring Guitar.ini file are:

• Background colour

• If you want to display the help text

• Volume value

• Rest value

• Note duration value

• Background picture

• If background is active

• Chord file

• Text colour

• Guitar neck picture

• Button ini file
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You can view and input notes from the piano keys. But because the same note on a guitar 

can be played in more than one position, I had to choose which positions you could activate 

from the piano keys. If you click all the piano keys one by one you can see which positions 

you can activate from the piano keys. As you see I have preceded chords on the four first 

frets.
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Limitations:

This program only uses the flat note symbol, you can not display a note, or interval,  with 

sharp symbol.

No intervals larger then major 7th are really supported. This means that the program sees no 

difference between a major 2th and a major 9th.

The future:

There are a lot of features that could be added, like doing something with the two limitations 

above. How much time I gone spend on this program in the future I really don’t know. It will 

depend on how the response are from the users and how much time I can afford.
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• This program is free and you have no right to distribute the program with the purpose of 

earning money. 

• Use at own risk.



8 Questions, bugs, suggestions...
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Address: Bjoern Magnussen

Nedbergeveien 32

5178 Loddefjord

Norway

E-mail: b2@sensewave.com

Web site: http://homefree.sensewave.com/~s183097/Exploring_Guitar.html


